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Abstract 

In 2015 Marvel and Netflix premiered Jessica Jones, a televisual adaptation of the comic book 

series Alias, starring Krysten Ritter and David Tennant. The series garnered critical acclaim as 

well as numerous amounts of reviews written by survivors of abuse praising the series’ depiction 

of PTSD and intimate partner abuse. In this essay I argue that the television series Jessica Jones 

utilizes the metaphor of the superpower of mind-control to express the experience of women who 

have been abused or assaulted. I argue that this metaphor then shifts throughout the series to 

express freedom from abuser which enables the women who identify with Jessica Jones to finish 

the series with a sense of regained control. 
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“Smile, Jessica”:  

Metaphor and Coercive Control in Jessica Jones 

Comics, Society, and Metaphor 

 Comic book series have a long tradition of using metaphor to speak to societal issues. 

Superman dealt with anti-semitism and fought against Nazism during the second world war even 

before America got involved. Captain America was created in response to the Red Scare during 

an era of extreme fear of communism to help create a renewed sense of patriotism. And X-Men 

was created during the civil rights movement with it’s main characters Professor X and Magneto 

standing in for the leaders of the movement Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X (Feiler 

2010). One recent example of this rich tradition is the Marvel comic book series Alias, first 

published in 2001, which uses metaphor in a similar fashion to address prevalent societal issues 

that we, as Americans, don’t seem to know how to deal with on our own. And in November of 

2015 Marvel Studios, in collaboration with Netflix, brought us the first in hopefully many 

seasons of  Jessica Jones, the televisual adaptation of Alias. The thirteen episode season follows 

the character Jessica Jones, a young woman with the special ability of super strength, who starts 

a detective agency after her short-lived superhero career was thwarted by a man, named 

Kilgrave, with the ability to control the mind and actions of anyone in the room with him. Jessica 

does not have the strength to return to the superhero business after being controlled both 

psychologically and physically by Kilgrave. Instead Jessica suffers through her Post-Traumatic 

Stress Disorder (PTSD) silently, her main coping mechanisms being ingesting copious amounts 
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of cheap whiskey and sarcasm. Shortly after the premiere, as in days, a large amount of articles 

started surfacing on media review sites extolling the virtues of the show specifically how it 

handles topics such as rape, intimate partner abuse, and PTSD. Many of these articles were 

written by survivors of abuse and/or sexual assault and all the authors found significant similarity 

between the their experience and that of the character of Jessica Jones. They not only identified 

with Jessica but found a form of catharsis in viewing the series through that identification. Why 

do survivors of abuse see themselves in Jessica? One woman described the experience of 

watching the series by explaining that hearing a certain word or phrase such as “‘smile, 

Jessica’And the world around [her would] shake apart” (Groom 2015). Another woman writes 

that while “rooting for Jessica, we’re also rooting for ourselves” (Calkins 2015). How does this 

identification allow them to find catharsis rather than just relive the pain contained in their past? 

These are some of the various questions I wish to address which lend themselves to the ultimate 

problem of gender-based intimate partner abuse. Within this paper I am interested in exploring 

how the theories of metaphor, control, and power can interact to help those who have been 

victimized by gender-based abuse or help those who have not been victimized better understand 

and help those who have.  

 Currently Marvel Studios is more popular than it has ever been with their films and 

television series continually being some of the highest grossing franchises in recent history. The 

character of Jessica Jones, as first introduced in 2001, was “the first female superhero Marvel’s 

ever introduced as a lead.” (Rosenberg, Interview) This simple fact makes the audio/visual 

recreation of this comic book text extremely important especially considering the current climate 
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of critique of the excruciating lack of female protagonists in films or series such as these. Such as 

the problematic aspect that almost all the avengers from the film franchise have had their own 

film so far except the only female avenger Black Widow. Jessica Jones becomes an even more 

vital candidate for academic study because of its both explicit and implicit interaction with 

subjects of gender-based abuse and sexual assault. Abusive relationships and sexual assault are 

extremely prevalent issues within our contemporary society. There was a large-scale survey done 

by the Commonwealth Fund that proves the prevalence of these issues. The study found that an 

estimated 39 percent of women have suffered some form of abuse and/or sexual assault, and 

“approximately one-third of American women are victims of intimate-partner violence” (Leiman 

& Health 1998; Cooper-White 2012). And these issues are not currently being dealt with 

adequately, especially in the sphere of popular culture and discourse. In popular culture texts, 

these issues tend to be presented in a way that promulgates harmful messages and ideologies. 

And in others it can be ignored as abuse and exalted as romance instead. A particular text this is 

evident in is the book and film series Fifty Shades of Grey which glorifies and eroticizes physical 

and psychological violence in romantic relationships. In order to stop the creation of cultural 

texts that disseminate harmful information about dangerous topics it is necessary to analyze one 

of the most helpful and least problematic contemporary texts to learn how best to address these 

issues, that text being Jessica Jones. Through my analysis of Jessica Jones I hope to contribute 

to a greater understanding of the use of metaphor within media to accurately depict social issues 

so that it might be utilized more often in the future in place of inaccurate depictions that 

promulgate harmful messages. Additionally, I wish to offer a greater realization of control as 
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paramount in abusive relationships through the staggering similarity between the vehicle and 

tenor in the metaphor presented in Jessica Jones. The term tenor refers to “the topic or subject 

that is being explained” and vehicle is “the mechanism or lens through which the topic is 

viewed” (Foss 2009). Recognizing the similarities between the tenor and the vehicle through 

analysis “can lead to new and deeper understandings of our reality” (Hughes 2016). 

 Underneath any and all forms of manipulation and/or physical violence, gender-based 

abuse is essentially all about control (Stark 2007). Abusers control their victims in any fashion 

they can think of: “manipulating their victims with mental and verbal abuse, scaring them into 

submission, isolating them from their communities, and ultimately convincing them that the pain 

and suffering is completely their own fault”[here our tenor] (Jeltsen 2015). All of these things are 

exactly what Kilgrave does to Jessica, but it is all depicted through the metaphor of literal mind-

control [here our vehicle]. In this essay I argue that Marvel’s Jessica Jones uses the metaphor of 

control within the context of the superhero genre to express the experience of marginalized 

women who have suffered abuse and assault as a result of gendered power dynamics within 

society. The series then uses the shifting of that metaphor within the aforementioned context in 

order to transform the powerless female experience into an experience of strength and regained 

control. Within this essay I will first lay a basis of theoretical work on metaphor and metaphor 

criticism underneath the umbrella of rhetorical theory leading into an explanation on how I plan 

to utilize that in conjunction with theories on gender, power, and coercive control. Secondly, I 

will give a descriptive background on the use of the metaphor “superpower of mind-control AS 

coercive control” within Jessica Jones followed directly by an in-depth analysis of that 
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metaphor. Next, I will give a second descriptive background on the use of the metaphor as it 

shifts into “ability to no longer be controlled AS freedom from abuser”. Finally, I hope to show 

the possible metaphoric implications of the text for the audience specifically focusing on those 

who experience identification with Jessica Jones. 

Metaphor Criticism, Coercive Control, and Theories of Power 

 Metaphor is a description of reality; it is also a construction of reality. This makes 

metaphor vitally important. However, metaphor has not always been thought of as such. 

Aristotle, the father of rhetorical theory, in Poetics describes metaphor as a kind of 

embellishment that is a nice addition to speech but is nothing much more than decoration. 

Essentially, it is pretty but not necessary. This definition endured until contemporary times. It 

was not until Kenneth Burke touched upon the relation of metaphor to truth that the reigning 

definition of metaphor began to be questioned. Burke described metaphor as having a critical 

role “in the discovery and description of ‘the truth’” in his influential work A Grammar of 

Motives (1945). In 1980 Lakoff and Johnson revolutionized our understanding of metaphor with 

their construction of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory in their work Metaphors We Live By. They 

essentially proved that metaphor’s purpose is not only as a kind of “linguistic embellishment” 

but as a way of constituting thought and reality. Suddenly, after Lakoff and Johnson, it was 

utterly clear that metaphor is regularly used in everyday speech and thought. Just as Lakoff and 

Johnson changed the definition of metaphor so have other scholars changed the way in which 

metaphor is used and what meanings that use might produce. In a similar vein, Gloria Anzaldua 
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utilizes Burke’s formulation of metaphor as truth but pushes it further in her works by using 

metaphor to cause personal and societal change. She introduces the idea of a shifting metaphor in 

order to pursue social change. Jessica Jones features this kind of shifting metaphor to reframe 

particular personal experiences for the viewers. 

 My research and criticism relies on this dramatic shift and increase in scholarly work. In 

my analysis of my text I employ the conceptual theory of metaphor posed by Lakoff and Johnson 

because it focuses on thought rather than purely linguistic purposes of metaphor which is 

required when studying visual texts (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). I, also, employ the theories of 

personal and social change along with the constituting of realities because I will be analyzing 

how the metaphors within Jessica Jones can reframe current societal and personal experience. In 

addition, I strongly draw on the idea used by Anzaldua of shifting metaphor since the main 

metaphor I analyze within Jessica Jones shifts dramatically throughout the story arc leading to 

the possibility of the aforementioned personal reframing. 

 Previous research on metaphor has mainly focused purely on spoken communication. 

There has been an abundance of scholarly research done in the area of metaphor in speech 

especially within the area of political discourse (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Perry, 1983; Ivie, 

1982; Bates, 2004; Feldman, 2007).  When there has been scholarly research on metaphor in 

artifacts that aren’t spoken discourse but rather visual then it has usually only ever been on static 

images such as photographs, cartoons, sculptures, or architecture (Foss & Radich, 1984; 

Forceville, 1994; El Refaie, 2003; Koller, 2009). These gaps in research were recently pointed 

out by Forceville in his most recent scholarly work published in 2016, “Visual and Multimodal 
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Metaphor in Film: Charting the Field” in which he formulates a specific system by which one 

can study metaphor in audio/visual artifacts. Even though he has started the process of filling this 

gap of knowledge in the scholarly work on metaphor in audio/visual artifacts the work still only 

focuses on film and commercials. I believe that the lack of attention given to television series as 

artifacts for metaphor criticism is an oversight of texts that give the critic so much more to work 

with both in quantity and in depth.  Compared to film, television series’ increased length allows 

for further saturation of a metaphor into the text as well as more time for a metaphor to shift in 

order to cause change in the viewer. Television is an extremely popular form of contemporary 

media discourse, with an ever-growing audience, and therefore must be taken seriously and 

studied with the same tenacity that is applied to scholarly study of political discourse, spoken 

communication, static images, and singular films. I wish to participate in these conversations that 

examine metaphor and it’s rhetorical purpose in the hope that I might make a contribution to the 

application of these conversations to television. 

 I place my research within these conversations as I plan to employ the abundance of 

theories and scholarly research that has come before me in order to analyze the use of metaphor 

within the television text of Jessica Jones. Along with these various theories of metaphor and 

methods of metaphor criticism I will also lightly touch upon the Burkean theory of identification 

which was theorized into the realm of media by Cohen who described it “as adopting the identity 

and perspective of a [media] character” which leads to “a process that consists of increasing loss 

of self-awareness and its temporary replacement with heightened emotional and cognitive 

connections with [the] character” (Cohen 2001). This will be important to my argument by 
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helping me to connect the metaphoric criticism of my text with an explanation of how personal 

reframing and change is achieved through the shifting of the metaphor. 

 Since the metaphors within my chosen media text delve deeply into social and 

philosophical issues such as power, gender, and abuse I will also utilize and draw upon 

philosophical theories of power and it’s relation to gender. I will be using Simone de Beauvoir’s 

conceptualization of the Subject and the Other in her book The Second Sex in order to better 

explain how control over women is possible through the owning of privilege and power. It is 

from these philosophical conceptualizations that I will move into more practical social theory on 

violence against women in the form of both physical and psychological abuse in personal 

relationships and sexual assault. For more explanation about these societal and personal aspects 

of real life abuse in relation to my text I will be drawing on the sociological model of coercive 

control created and introduced by Evan Stark in his influential work Coercive Control: How Men 

Entrap Women in Personal Life in 2007. I will frame my entire argument about the metaphor of 

control in regards to violence against women around Stark’s model because it is the most all-

encompassing model of intimate partner abuse to date. Rather than framing abuse as incident 

based like many theories in the past have done, Stark argues that it is rather a pattern that men 

employ to take away a woman’s freedom or liberty and to strip away the woman’s very own 

selfhood (Stark 2007). This interdisciplinary approach, of rhetorical theory, feminist 

philosophical theory, and sociological theory, is necessary in order to explore adequately not just 

the depth and meaning of my text but also it’s possible implications for the women and men who 

view it. Therefore a large array of sources, theories, and methodologies must be utilized in order 
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for me to make a helpful contribution to the already rich scholarly environment surrounding 

topics of rhetoric, metaphor, and feminist theory. Having adequately summarized the rhetorical 

texts to be used above, I will continue in the next section to explain further both de Beauvoir’s 

and Stark’s philosophical and sociological texts. 

 Power and Control.  Simone de Beauvoir first published her work The Second Sex in 

1949. And in it she claimed in our western society women are the only sex actually viewed as 

sexed. Even though we all know that men have a biological sex as well as women do, she argues 

that the male sex is thought of as generically human while the female is a gendered and sexed 

version of the generic male human. If this is how society thinks and operates then naturally the 

man would be the one to have the power within society to define humanity, himself, and women. 

She writes that “humanity is male, and man defines woman, not in herself, but in relation to 

himself; she is not an autonomous being” (de Beauvoir 2011). It is from this formulation that she 

claims that the man is Subject and the woman is  Other. This is a power hierarchy that creates a 

society of privilege for some and disadvantage for others. De Beauvoir also addresses why 

women might not claim themselves as Subject rather than accepting the definition of Other for 

she does point out the truth that many times the “man who sets the woman up as Other will…

find complicity”. One of the reasons she gives for this complicity is that the woman “lacks 

concrete means” (de Beauvoir 2011). In other words, there are many times when a woman 

simply cannot make herself Subject no matter her will. This power differential is expressed 

through metaphor is Jessica Jones. Kilgrave’s superpower of mind-control is representative of 
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his male privilege within society. When there is a power differential between two individuals, the 

one who has the power will always have the control. 

 It is from this positioning of women as Other and men as over-privileged that 

coercive control seems possible and even probable in cross gender relationships. Instead of 

viewing intimate partner abuse as “incident specific and injury-based” Stark’s model of coercive 

control “reframes woman battering from the standpoint of its survivors as a course of calculated, 

malevolent conduct deployed almost exclusively by men to dominate individual women by 

interweaving repeated physical abuse with three equally important tactics: intimidation, isolation, 

and control” (Stark 2007). In this model, some of the tactics that might be employed include 

mind-games, isolation, degradation, and micro-regulation of the most minute things in daily life 

such as phone calls, food choice, dress, and/or social interactions. Stark also claims that men 

usually “deploy coercive control to secure privileges that involve the use of time, control over 

material resources, access to sex, and personal service”(Stark 2007). It is through this lens that I 

analyze the contents of Jessica Jones and come up with an abundance of similarities between the 

tenor of coercive control birthed from power and the vehicle of mind-control birthed from 

superpower. It is these similarities between the vehicle and tenor that strengthen the metaphor 

displayed in the series and the stronger the metaphor the more powerful and affective it is for the 

viewer. 
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{Super}Power of Coercive Control 

 In order to accurately explain Jessica Jones’  use of metaphor and to thoroughly analyze 

it I will be using particular episodes and scenes from the series so that I might perform close-

textual readings of how the vehicle and the tenor are portrayed on screen. Most of the scenes that 

I draw upon come in the latter half of the series, that is from episode eight and onwards. 

Therefore, some context is necessary in order to fully appreciate and understand the meaning of 

the occurrences in episodes eight through thirteen. Within the first seven episodes of the series 

we learn that Jessica is being tormented by her abuse-riddled past with her private investigative 

work being regularly interrupted by panic attacks caused by her PTSD. As the series moves 

along and mostly through her lens of PTSD we become more aware of things that happened 

during the eight months she was controlled by Kilgrave: he forces her to smile, he forces her to 

like the same foods he likes and dress the way he wants her to dress, he rapes her over and over 

again, he forces her to use her super-strength to protect him, and he forces her to kill an innocent 

woman. The fact that Jessica has the power of super-strength does not protect her from becoming 

a victim. This simple fact is powerful in combatting the idea that weakness of vulnerability is 

required to become a victim of abuse. The series makes a big point of the difference between 

Jessica “before Kilgrave” and “after Kilgrave” which strongly highlights the depth with which 

the writers understand the effect of intimate partner abuse and how it can completely alter 

someone’s personhood. In hopes of getting Jessica’s attention Kilgrave starts to wreak havoc on 

all those surrounding her claiming that he only wishes for her to come back to him of her own 

free will saying that he does not wish to control her anymore. So instead of using his mind 
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control her he just leaves a trail of bodies in her wake forcing her to acknowledge him. Kilgrave 

in typical, although exaggerated, stalker fashion buys Jessica’s childhood home which was the 

only remaining sacred place not desecrated by his abuse and recreates it exactly as it was before 

her parents and little brother were killed in a car accident. If she goes to live with him then he 

will stop causing all the death and tragedy that surrounds her. Out of her guilt for those suffering 

around her, she goes to live with him. At her childhood home she ends up confronting him in a 

way she has never done before in episode eight “AKA WWJD?” And it is starting with this 

episode that I will conduct my analysis. 

 “The part where I didn’t want any of it.” When Jessica arrives at her childhood 

home Kilgrave promises not to use his mind-control on her. She makes him promise, since he 

wants her to “choose”, that he won’t touch her. He promises but then puts a hand on her arm 

while they are eating breakfast on the patio. She yells and then storms inside where the following 

dialogue ensues: 

Kilgrave: We used to do a lot more than just touch hands. 
Jessica: Yeah. It’s called rape. 
Kilgrave: What part of staying in five-star hotels, eating in all 
the best places,  
doing whatever the hell you wanted, is rape? 
Jessica: The part where I didn’t want to do any of it! Not only 
did you physically rape me, but you violated every cell in my 
body and every thought in my goddamn head. 
Kilgrave: That’s not what I was trying to do. 
Jessica: It doesn’t matter what you were trying to do. You 
raped me, again and again and again. 
Kilgrave: How was I supposed to know?! Huh?! I never know 
if someone is doing what they want or what I tell them to! 
Jessica: Oh, poor you. 
Kilgrave: You have no idea, do you? I have to painstakingly 
choose every word I say. I once told a man to go screw himself. 
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Can you even imagine? I didn’t have this. A home, loving 
parents, a family. 
Jessica: You blame bad parenting? My parents died! You don’t 
see me raping anyone! 
Kilgrave: I hate that word. 

—Jessica Jones 1×08 “WWJD?” 

Here it is clear what the experience was like for Jessica to be mind-controlled. It is revealed in 

previous episodes just how exactly he “violated every cell” in her body using his superpower. He 

would pick which food they would eat and what restaurants they would go to. Then call that her 

favorite food. He would force her to wear dresses even though she only ever wears jeans. He 

forced her to act in certain ways and express certain feelings when she felt the complete 

opposite. He used her strength to his advantage and isolated her by never allowing her to interact 

with anyone other than him. This is a picture of complete and utter control. This is not just a 

physical control or physical violence but Kilgrave accessed and controlled every part of her 

actions, expressions, and to some extent her thoughts. This dialogue is all referring to the past 

but even though Kilgrave is not using his mind-control superpower on her anymore he is still 

able to manipulate her is the cruelest way possible, in the next episode I discuss, by trying to 

alter the way she remembers that time that they were “together”.  

 “What revisionist bullshit!” After confronting him about his control of her in her 

childhood home, Jessica confronts him again in episode ten “AKA 1,000 Cuts”. This is where we 

first truly see how much Kilgrave has deluded himself into a version of events. And he then tries 

to convince Jessica of the same. Kilgrave breaks into Jessica’s apartment and starts discussing 

their “relationship rough patch”, claiming that they were so good together before. The dialogue 

here continues as follows: 
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Jessica: You’re a lot of shitty things, but I never thought you 
were delusional. 
Kilgrave: Oh, I see things very clearly. 
Jessica: Not if you think I could ever feel anything for you 
other than pure disgust. 
Kilgrave: Well, that’s crap. 
Jessica: I never, not for one second. 
Kilgrave: No, not one second—18. 
Jessica: In what universe? 
Kilgrave: Ours. On that rooftop. You remember. It had been 
12 hours. I timed it. I hadn’t told you to do anything. And then, 
for 18 seconds, I wasn’t controlling you, and you stayed with 
me. With me, because you wanted to. 
Jessica: That’s why you thought you had a shot with me? 
Kilgrave: You can’t tell me you don’t remember. 
Jessica: I remember it vividly. I had waited so long for that 
moment, for one single opportunity to get away from you. 
Kilgrave: What revisionist bullshit! 
Jessica: I remember everything. 
Kilgrave: You didn’t jump. 
Jessica: Because I wasn’t fast enough. Getting you out of my 
head was like prying fungus from a window. I couldn’t think. 
Kilgrave: I know your face. I saw you. 
Jessica: You saw what you wanted to see. 

—Jessica Jones 1×10 “AKA 1,000 Cuts” 

On the screen throughout this dialogue we see the different recounts of the 18 seconds presented. 

First we see Kilgrave’s “remembrance” of the twelves hours having passed and Jessica, in a long 

bright yellow dress, turning to kiss him without any prompting. Then we see Jessica’s truth 

where instead of kissing him she said she would meet him inside. We see how she envisioned 

what it would be like to jump off the building and land using her super-strength in order to run 

away from him forever. Then right as her vision ended and she was about to jump Kilgrave 

yelled out a command for her to come inside. When she hesitated at this command Kilgrave 
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became angry and said “if you can’t listen to me then you don’t need ears” and he handed her a 

knife which he told her to use to get rid of her ears. And right before she slices off her ear he 

stops her and hugs her, “comforting” her. After this is recounted to him he claims it is 

“revisionist bullshit”. He angrily says “you wanted to stay with me, admit it” and she yells 

“admit this” showing him the scar behind her ear. Kilgrave tries so hard to convince her and 

himself of his own version of events but is then confronted with the physical scars on Jessica’s 

body. 

 Analysis. By analyzing both these episodes and the specific dialogue that highlights 

the rest of the storyline we can understand better how the series uses Kilgrave’s mind control 

abilities as a metaphor for coercive control in intimate partner abuse. We can also see clearly 

how Kilgrave’s superpower represents male privilege in the way that he uses it to benefit himself 

and get ahead in life. There are three particular vehicle and tenor similarities that make this 

metaphor clear and strong. First, Kilgrave used Jessica’s strength for his own benefit. He violated 

her physically not only by raping her but using her superpower for his own protection. This 

exploitation of her powers is the vehicle with which to communicate the tenor of one of the ways 

men exert coercive control over women by “exploiting the benefits women derive from their 

newfound equality- taking the money they earn, for instance” (Stark 2007). In this particular 

instance Jessica’s superpower of strength can be seen as the vehicle standing in for an equality 

that is used exploitatively. Next, we see throughout the series that Kilgrave micro-regulates, 

through his superpower, Jessica’s everyday life just as Stark explains coercive controllers do. He 

picks what food she eats, what she wears, who she calls, and by doing this isolates her and strips 
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her of her personhood. This is exactly the sort of process that occurs in intimate partner abuse. So 

the vehicle used to display the tenor of micro-regulation is Kilgrave’s literal control over 

everything that Jessica did from moment to moment. And third, he employs gas-lighting against 

her. The National Domestic Violence Hotline (2014) defines gas-lighting as “a form of mental 

abuse in which information is twisted or spun, selectively omitted to favor the abuser, or false 

information is presented with the intent of making victims doubt their own memory, perception, 

and sanity.” He does this multiple times in the series including the time described above. He also 

does this when she reminds him that he forced her to kill someone. Instead of acknoledging her 

truth he twists it around on her and claims he only told her to take care of her “not kill her” and 

then says “you chose to punch her” placing the blame for the woman’s murder all on Jessica’s 

shoulders. She already felt guilt about what he forced her to do so he uses that guilt to implicate 

her and absolve himself. These three similarities between the vehicle and tenor create an 

extremely powerful metaphor that increases in effectiveness as more and more similarities are 

revealed. But this is not enough. If this was all that the metaphor did then there would be no 

catharsis for the traumatized viewer. If the metaphor stayed static then we would feel hopeless. 

Thankfully this metaphor goes through a great change in episodes nine and thirteen which makes 

it a powerful shifting metaphor. 

{Super}Power of Freedom 

 “Yeah. Well, this bitch is in control of you now asshole.” The metaphor shifts from 

“mind-control AS coercive control” to “no longer controlled AS freedom from abuser” as 
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episode nine “AKA Sin Bin” starts out with Kilgrave trapped in a hermetically sealed glass room 

with Jessica’s hands on the literal controller with a mute button and electric shock abilities. She 

says “smile, Kevin” as he wakes up in the cell turning around the usual “smile, Jessica” that he 

would always say to her. It is acknowledged by both of them at various points throughout the 

episode that she now has full physical control over him. This big shift in the power dynamics is 

so highly emphasized in this episode that the word “control” is used almost ten times just in the 

first fifteen minutes. This does not change the fact, however, that she still feels as if her has 

psychological and manipulative control over her. She says at one point in the episode “he didn’t 

have to tell me to do a goddamn thing and he had all the control.” He is able to manipulate her 

even when he isn’t using his power of mind-control through the fear that he might at any time or 

by using her anger for him to his advantage. This makes it all the more powerful when at the end 

of the episode as Kilgrave is escaping from the glass prison cell Jessica grabs his wrist to stop 

him and he commands “let go, Jessica” but she doesn’t let go. She isn’t compelled to do as he 

says. She finds out she can no longer be controlled by him anymore. She is presumably the one 

person in the world that he can’t control. The look on her face when she finds this out is 

powerful. When she hears the command she looks frightened that she is about to do what he says 

but her face changes slowly and dramatically to a look of utter triumph. She is free. Kilgrave is 

still able to escape but Jessica is left with more hope than she has had thus far, hope that she 

might finally be completely free of her abuser and her controller. In a certain sense she already 

is.  
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 “Smile.” The last fifteen minutes of the season finale “AKA Smile” are very 

important in understanding how the metaphor of control shifts to favor Jessica or the survivor 

watching. The vehicle shifting to give her control causes the tenor to shift for the viewer. In the 

previous episode Kilgrave has been attempting to strengthen his power through various 

experiments in order to have the ability to control Jessica again. He invites her to a boathouse by 

the docks in order to test whether his experiments have worked. Instead of finding her there he 

finds her best friend Patsy decked out in headphones, playing feminist punk rock, so as not to 

hear his commands. In his frustration at not being able to get to Jessica he leaves and starts 

towards a yacht on the docks in order to leave the city, having given up on getting Jessica to 

come with him. That’s when she chases after him. He yells for her to stop and she does, abruptly. 

It appears as if she is under his control again. But Kilgrave is wary thinking that it might be an 

act. To test this further he threatens Patsy, the person Jessica loves most in the world, and Jessica 

still does not move towards them. In his excitement at being in control of her again he lets down 

his guard and walks towards her saying “it’s finally over, you’re mine now”. Then when in front 

of her he says “let’s start with a smile” and when she smiles he laughs with relief. “Now tell me 

you love me,” he says and she looks over his shoulder and says to her Patsy “I love you.” 

Kilgrave’s face falls as he realizes that he has been tricked. He does not have very long to dwell 

on his disappointment though for next she lifts him up with one hand by his jaw and tells him to 

“smile” right before she breaks his neck. He falls to the cement. She has regained control and did 

not come under his influence again. She took that ability to finally come face to face with him in 

order to stop him from controlling anyone ever again. 
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 Metaphoric implications. The way that the metaphor shifts from the first two 

episodes I analyzed to the second two episodes is instrumental in understanding what the 

metaphoric implications might be. Usually it is the tenor which changes first so that the vehicle 

must be altered to accommodate for that change. But here the vehicle shifts within the course of 

the series and is able to alter the tenor for the viewers. The viewers can accept this shift because 

of the strengths exhibited by the metaphor in the striking similarities between the vehicles and 

the tenors. This strength and shift is what makes metaphoric implications possible. Thankfully, 

we don’t have to rely solely on guesswork for determining these possible implications. As 

mentioned in the beginning of this essay only a few days after the premiere of the series all 

different types of websites, from media sites to feminist sites to abuse support sites, were flooded 

with descriptions on how the series affected those who were survivors of intimate partner abuse 

(Calkins 2015; Groom 2015; Jeltsen 2015; Merbaum 2015).  

 One woman wrote that watching the series “was like looking into a mirror of my 

past”. Many of these writers described the show as extremely triggering for them, one woman in 

particular said she could not fall asleep two nights in a row after watching it. Another woman 

wrote about how it reminded her of nightmares she still had regularly about her abuser. Yet these 

women continued to watch the series until they finished. Why? One of the women went on 

further to say that “watching characters work through experiences similar to our own can be 

incredibly cathartic” (Calkins 2015). This is why these women continued to watch and this is 

why the shift in the metaphor is so vitally important. Viewers can experience the shift themselves 

through the process of identification because once you take part in that process one is no longer 
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just “watching characters” but living as the characters; experiencing what they experience 

(Cohen 2001). By identifying with Jessica survivors are able to see the tenor of their experience 

of intimate partner abuse through the vehicle of the metaphor within the series. This cathartic 

reframing can take place because the tenor and the vehicle shift throughout the series taking 

those who identify with Jessica on a journey through their own past experience with the tenor by 

way of the vehicle. Viewers are taken into the process of identification through the strength of 

the metaphor which comes from the amount of similarities between the tenor and vehicle. Then 

as the metaphor shifts they have no choice but to shift with it because they are already taking part 

in identification. Therefore, the viewers who are survivors or victims, however they might 

identify at the time, are able to finish Jessica Jones with a feeling of regained control over their 

own lives and a sense of freedom from their abuser. 

Conclusion 

 Through Jessica Jones, survivors are able to see themselves as more than a one-off 

storyline taking place in the “special victims unit”. They are able to see themselves as strong yet 

vulnerable, alive yet traumatized, and rough but genuine. They are able to see their abuser for 

what he really is in the person of Kilgrave: a villian. These women are able to see an accurate 

depiction of what it is really like to be in a psychologically and physically abusive relationship 

on the small screen within their home. Jessica Jones was able to so accurately depict this 

because of it’s use of the metaphor “superpower of mind-control AS coercive control”. And the 

series was able to do more than just depict it by reframing the survivor’s experience through the 
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shift in metaphor to “ability to no longer be controlled AS freedom from abuser”. This reframing 

allows the survivor to claim a label of Subject and to throw off the oppression of Other as de 

Beauvoir states.  

 It is my hope that this study might change the way in which people view the role that 

television series can play in psychological healing especially in regards to marginalized and 

oppressed groups.  With such a widespread popular culture discourse if there were more series 

like Jessica Jones many more oppressed groups of society could claim the label of  Subject. 

Which is why I also hope that a scholarly study such as this of televisual metaphor would 

increase the number of television series being created that function in a similar fashion to Jessica 

Jones. Metaphor ought to be closely examined within television series because of the likelihood 

that such metaphors will shift throughout the story arc based on the average length of television 

series. If a metaphor is strong enough then there are so many things that a shifting metaphor is 

capable of doing and this is worthy of further study. Perhaps this further study can be done on 

metaphors within television series that might be damaging rather than helpful as Jessica Jones is. 

There is an abundance of metaphors that shift in dangerous directions rather than a healing ones 

which is worthy of analysis.  

 But above all of these things I hope that this essay and the text of Jessica Jones might 

increase understanding and awareness of the evil in our society, and every other society currently 

on this earth, of violence against women. This is not incidental violence but a systematic robbing 

of individual liberties that ruins lives. There ought to be no more Jessica Jones’, struggling to 

stay strong while suffering through PTSD. There ought to be no more Kilgraves who are 
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permitted to hurt, control, and exploit women for their own benefit. It must be stopped and it 

must be stopped now and every person has a part to play. Even if the start of that part one plays 

is watching/creating/analyzing a television series such as Jessica Jones. 

  

“We will not let ourselves be intimidated by the number and violence of attacks 

against women; nor be fooled by the self-serving praise showered on the ‘real 

woman’; nor be won over by men’s enthusiasm for her destiny, a destiny they 

would not for the world want to share.” - Simone de Beauvoir 
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